Unlock Better Benchmarking for Your Network
See how upgrading your transportation team’s benchmarking data and practices

can transform how you plan and measure your network.

Traditional Benchmarking

S tat i c & O u t dat e d Data

Traditional benchmarking provides static, outdated

data. Yesterday’s pricing cannot anticipate or adapt

to today’s market volatility, so shippers are left with

immediately out-of-date results.

u n r e l i a bl e data s e ts

Traditional benchmarking does not offer transparency

into how it derives prices. Data comes from a myriad

of sources, may be duplicated, and there is no

guarantee of cleanliness or accuracy.

Manual Carrier Connections
Traditional benchmarking lacks action and requires
time and resources from transportation teams to

hunt down carrier partners without data to verify

whether those partners have capacity that fits their

network for the identified price.

Pa s s i v e Data I n p u t

In addition to being outdated, static, and

aggregated, traditional benchmarking information

must have a team of procurement planners and
transportation managers to analyze and deploy it.
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Capac-ID

Dy n a m i c M a r k e t R at e s

Capac-ID benchmarking data is as agile as shippers’

transportation networks. Data is updated in real time,

arming shippers with accurate, complete, and relevant data

to keep pace with a rapidly evolving market.

designed for SUSTAINED RELATIONSHIPS

Capac-ID data unlocks better visibility into what shippers are

paying across their networks - not just via load boards. With a

holistic market view, our comprehensive dataset identifies

fair-market linehaul rates that are sustainable over time. 


Optimized Carrier Recommendations

Capac-ID gives shippers immediate access to a shortlist of carriers

who fit their network based on their network priorities. Optimal

carrier matches are garnered leveraging an entire ecosystem of

shipper and carrier network data and custom design levers

determined by your team.

ta k e act i o n

Capac-ID gives shippers access to the most trustworthy and

accurate benchmarking in the industry, and empowers them

to activate best-fit contract carrier matches in real time,

generating immediate value.

